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Different types of laptop batteries include Nickel Cadmium batteries, Nickel Metal Hydride battery
and Lithium Ion Battery.

Nickel Cadmium â€“ These were introduced first and are preferred for its rechargeable quality. They
can be produced at a low cost. Hence, all laptop batteries manufacturers prefer producing such
batteries. These batteries are cost effective, they can be easily manufactured at a low expense and
they provide heavy output for years. But in recent time, even after having such great qualities, these
batteries are not regularly used..

Nickel Metal Hydride â€“ Nickel metal hydride laptop batteries are available in all places. These
batteries are mostly used with the older version of laptops. But the new technology used in this
NiMH batteries help it now to perfectly fix with the modern day laptops and notebooks. These are
batteries are reliable and support high out than the earlier ones. The best part is that, these laptop
batteries can be easily produced at a cheap rate. These are very safe and support laptop usage for
hours.

Lithium Ion â€“ These batteries are fitted in the new laptops. These do not have memory affect like its
predecessors namely the Nickel metal hydride laptop batteries. These are also lighter than the other
two, hence can be easily carried from one end to the other. Today lithium batteries are the most
popular ones, and are widely used y all laptop users. In spite of being the costliest batteries, people
prefer this one for better performance and support.

Buy a longer laptop battery

Do spend a little more and invest in a good quality laptop battery, so that you do not face trouble
while using it. As you know these batteries are not cheap, hence do not even look for short cuts or
else it will affect your machine badly. Invest in a perfect battery that will suit your laptop so that you
can work effortlessly.
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James Blee - About Author:
For more information on a laptop batteries, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a laptop battery!
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